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Token CashPay Whitepaper Revision 30.10.2020

TERMINOLOGISTSR
White Paper /- This is a document that describes in detail a project that goes to ICO.
Blockchain / blockchain or block chain /Is a chain of blocks, each of which has a time stamp, a
link to the previous block and is stored on different computers.
Token / token /- digital unit of account of the project in the blockchain network.
Cryptocurrency / cryptocurrency /- a kind of digital currency, the creation and control of which are
based on cryptographic methods.
High Technologies Park / HTP / - a territory with a special tax and legal regime in Belarus for the
development of IT business.
Ethereum — cryptocurrency and platform for creating decentralized online services based on
blockchain (decentralized applications).
Фиатные деньги /fiat money/ - money, legal means of payment, the nominal value of which is set,
provided and guaranteed by the state on the basis of its authority and power (from lat. Fiat-decree,
order, "it will be so").
IEO /Initial Exchange Offerings, the initial exchange offer/ is a new way to attract investment for
various companies, in which the selection of projects.
KYC /Know Your Customer/– know your client/ - the principle of operation of credit and other
organizations, when the client is required to provide a number of documents confirming their identity,
place of residence and occupation.
AirDrop /в криптовалюте/ —is a free distribution of derivative digital assets - tokens as part of the
promotion of a new blockchain project pursuing a particular goal.
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ANNOTATION
In recent years, startups (blockchain) have sprung up all over the place. Many of these
projects had Whitepaperand now the transformed into SCAM no longer exist. And they spruce a
ball to collect a significant amount of money. It depended primarily on the teams themselves,
which set the goal of raising money, and many projects simply failed. Our task is to open the
eyes of the crypto enthusiasts of the world by creating an honest, fair and viable project within 1
year, with the least capital of funds, and further develop in accordance with plans.
For this, we created the Token CashPay project to reward those who are already
contributing to other projects as gratitude and to show the importance of the community in the
crypto world space, where there are still many unrealized ideas.
Thus, the idea of launching the project arose Token CashPay, so that demonstrate
importance quality community in project, associated with crypto currency all over the world.
Importance (value) created by with minimal financing, can be useIt is used as a hub for other
similar digital currency projects.
Token CashPay is a social project created for charitable purposes. TCP windows will be
distributionlena (free) among the community who will take an active part in the development will
support the global crypto community. The Token CashPay project aims to become honest, fair and
viable within 1 year by creating multiple mechanisms and use cases such as a community that will
provide massive marketing for TCP rewards, as well as launching its own platform for crypto
investors.
TCP tokens will be distributed systematically and will become accessible on crypto
exchanges, online exchangers, wallets, games and other Internet sites without prejudice to the
project and their holders.
This is done not for profit, but for the prosperity of the "Token CashPay" project, since our
project TCP seeks become viable in flow 1 year behind score creation a fewFlexible mechanisms
and targeted uses, such as community and progressive marketing ploy, with sensible and long-term
investment plans. After that, the next stage of development will come, smoothly turning into the final
stage of development, in the plans for the development of the project, the launch of its own
investment multifunctional platform, which will directly work withcharitable foundations to help sick
children with hematological oncology and other serious diseases, such as “Give Life” and other
funds. Helping sick children and a charitable foundation is a good cause and business of each of us,
these are our poor.
※ Supporting the global crypto community by creating significance and importance of the
Token CashPay project will provide a significant influx of liquidity for other planned projects and
business ideas aimed at doing good for people, as well as for coin holders.
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ABOUT THE PROJECT
Token CashPayan unusual social project and, accordingly, the Whitepaper was not developed
immediately.
So, May 25, 2020 created a smart contract on the Ethereum platform (ERC20)... Total number
of coins issued 1,000,000 TCP.
When creating a smart contract, we provided for a fixed number of 1,000,000 TCP tokens, an
increase is not possible without changing the contract.
This was done so that the issue of coins would be kept at a maximum of 1,000,000 TCP, and
the only solution is to burn tokens, which is also not possible now, since the contract must be
changed for burning.
Also, when creating the contract, we excluded: Bounty, Mining (to prevent drains and dumps
by dishonest speculators of the crypto market).
However, you can get free tokens in the project, but these tokens will be sent to volunteer
promoters who will help develop the project and attract new TCP holders, thereby expanding the
project community.
We conduct Airdrop only for exceptional purposes.
The provision:
Team tokens do not participate in the auction 10%.
Reserve Fund of 10% for investment payments.
Since the ICO is no longer relevant, we decided not to create a platform for this purpose, since
there are now many exchanges that offer to conduct IEO (Initial Exchange offers, initial exchange
offer) for a certain fee. This is not bad in principle, but it is a costly event, and each positive IEO held
is a fundraiser that will be used to develop the project and maintain the coin's exchange rate in the
crypto market.
Initially, the idea of the project was just to get away from the crypto bureaucratic delays and
show that there is no need to write a Whitepaper, as well as other costly activities related to the
project. However, until now, some exchanges cannot move away from past requirements, and
require a Whitepaper, thinking that this will save them and the community from dysfunctional project
developers.
As you understand, no white paper and no conclusion of the conclusion of lawyers will solve
the problem of the project in the long-term development. Everything, above all, depends on the
developers of the project and the community. Information written in white papers may be just fake.
There are plenty of fraudulent projects, let's remember the recent ones like GST, BIO, ML, etc. all of
these prospectuses had a Whitepaper and other documents, and the goal was the same, to collect
money from investors and hide.
From words to deeds.
Token CashPay is essentially a universal trading, payment, investment tool, and is designed to
work with Internet wallets, payment systems such as SWIFT, Trustwallet, etc.
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Including for payment on gambling and bookmaker platforms, online casinos, electronic
wallets, payments for cellular communications and other Internet sites. I would like to note that the
investment boxes of the exchanges will also open their own multifunctional platform with investment
plans.
The Token CashPay token itself is not tied to securities, precious metals, fiat, etc. This is not
necessary for our project.
We do not form a cumulative “bubble”, for example, like the same HYIPs and pyramids. Stable
profitability from our project over time is guaranteed and achieved through massive monetary
interventions based on the technologies of using and applying high-quality trading, as well as
increasing the community, developing marketing, which allows us to additionally support the TCP
token in the needy.
You can not be afraid to invest in the TCP project, do not get rid of the coin at the first
opportunity, just use TCP to hold, there will come a time when you will get a good profit. We are
constantly working on new ideas and opportunities, but it will be more difficult to do this without them.
Together with you, we are a time bomb and we must strive for the best and achieve positive success,
as well as make a good profit.
Many people look at a contract where there are no frozen tokens, this was done not for dumps
and drains, but for free circulation and solving force majeure situations, that is, without difficulty and
waiting for the time to unfreeze, we could safely use TCP tokens. The integrity of the use of all tokens
and their implementation for their intended purpose lies with us. We guarantee that there will be no
artificial drains and dumps, as well as misuse of funds. What we ask you, do not dump, do not drain
the coin, lowering the rate below the plinth. This is primarily a social project and you are part of this
project, and the project itself is aimed at charitable purposes.
The CashPay token will be distributed free of charge only among those who actively contribute
to the project and its development. That is, if you are an active promoter of the project, you have
every right to receive TCP. But in the project, not everything is so tough and free tokens can be
obtained through AirDrop. Follow the news.
In order to create the importance and value of TCP, various use cases and partnerships will
work to build a real ecosystem around the project. It will aim to ensure that TCP is supported by
various decentralized applications, various exchanges, and various other possible platforms as we
build new partnerships.
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The distribution of tokens Token CashPay
(TCP)

Team 10%
Community & Marketing 10%
Reserve fund 10%
Token Sale 40%
AirDrop 30%

Stages of development
Briefly. The project provides for three stages of development from 2020 to 2023.
- 1st stage: marketing, IEO and AirDrop, listings, launch of your own platform, other events
related to attracting the community, investments, etc. (2020-2021).
- 2nd stage: promotion and marketing, listings, integration into the application with wallets, etc.
(2020-2022).
- 3rd stage: preparation and launch of online casinos, bookmakers, shops, playgrounds, etc.
on its own platform. (2021-2023).
We launched our own multifunctional platform with investments and donations in 2020 (online
casinos are under development). Donation fees and casino profits will be sent tocharitable
foundations that help sick children with serious illnesses (this depends on the development of the
project and the community).
Charitable foundations are presented on the website page: https://tcpcoins.net/fund
Everything can change during the development of the project, and therefore we need to
monitor our social networks for the latest news.
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The guaranteed redemption price
As with many viable projects, incoming liquidity from partnership commissions or use cases
controlled by the experiment will be used as liquidity for reverse buy-offs. For TCP to reach the
starting value of $ 1 to support the buyout price. The mercy project is only available on the stock
exchanges.
Also, part of the revenue received by the project will be used to buy back shares from
exchanges and will be used to create liquidity in the walls of applications on exchanges. This way
we will get back to the community and the projects we support.

What was done
The project was created with minimal cash injections. The time and effort invested by the
community in this project adds to its fame and value.Many exchange owners have heard us and
are helping in the development of the project, the community should take an active part, otherwise it
will lose the opportunity to get a decent profit.
Current position the project enters an active phase of development and is gaining
momentum, and this is helped by the community, with which we will reach the intended goal...
The importance of the project is gaining momentum every day and already returning to the
cryptographic environment, tokens will be distributed free of charge among people who are very
active in various projects in the crypto community and a reserve has been laid for this.

Exchanges where Token CashPay already exists:
1)
Crex24
https://crex24.com/exchange/TCP-BTC
https://crex24.com/exchange/TCP-USDT
2)
Bitubu
https://bitubu.com/pro/tcpbtc
3)
Vindax
https://vindax.com/exchange-base.html?symbol=TCP_BTC
https://vindax.com/exchange-base.html?symbol=TCP_VD
4)
Naijacrypto
https://naijacrypto.com/trades/TCP_BTC
https://naijacrypto.com/trades/TCP_ETH
https://naijacrypto.com/trades/TCP_NGN
https://naijacrypto.com/trades/TCP_USDT
5)
Resfinex
https://trade.resfinex.com/?pair=TCP_GRT
https://trade.resfinex.com/?pair=TCP_BTC
https://trade.resfinex.com/?pair=TCP_ETH
6)
Etherflyer
https://www.etherflyer.com/trade.html?pairs=TCP-ETH
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7)
Bitcratic
https://bitcratic.com/#!/trade/TCP-ETH
8)
Coin163
https://www.coin163.org/auction/exchange/TCP-BTC.html
https://www.coin163.org/auction/exchange/TCP-ETH.html
9)
Cryptogodfather
https://cryptogodfather.net/en/token/TCP:ETH
10)
Forkdelta
https://forkdelta.app/#!/trade/0x331a4589516eae384ea5f557853af6af73b9534e-ETH
11)
Bamboorelay
https://bamboorelay.com/trade/TCP-WETH

Social networks:
https://bitcointalk.org/index.php?topic=5270951
https://twitter.com/CashPay13
https://t.me/TCashPay
https://www.facebook.com/groups/TCashPay
https://discord.com/invite/EWqqBu4
https://medium.com/@CashPay
https://linkedin.com/in/CashPay
https://www.reddit.com/user/FatyGroup/comments/gy3td3/token_cashpay_tcp
https://blockfolio.canny.io/coin-requests/p/token-cashpay

Forums:
https://bitcointalk.org/index.php?topic=5270951
https://cryptotalk.org/topic/105491-token-tcp%D0%BF%D1%80%D0%BE%D0%B5%D0%BA%D1%82%D0%B0-cahpay/?tab=
comment-7086084

comments

https://forum.bits.media/index.php?/topic/168144-token-cashpay-tcp
https://www.beermoneyforum.com/threads/tcpcoins-net-reviews-scam-or-legit.87863
https://bitalk.org/threads/29159
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What are we planning
Develop partner relations with representatives of other exchanges and crypto
platforms of any level and significance.
Run deferred marketing tool.
Conduct IEO and AirDrop on crypto exchanges.
Launch an investment box (plan) on crypto exchanges.
Continue cooperation with volunteers and promoters of the project.
Create community and raise liquidity on exchanges.
Create more TCP markets on other exchanges.
Increase income from partnerships.
Tune buyback program.
Create new partner relationship between projects.
To involve bloggers and media workers in the coverage.
Develop your awareness in the crypto market.

Remained questions, contact:
Telegram: @TCashPay
Electronic post office: faty@tcpcoins.net

Conclusion
Dear community, remember that no one is immune from risks.
We ourselves are responsible and making decisions.

We are an honest and unusual project of its kind.
Token CashPay will show what it can do in due time.

Sincerely our FatyGroup team!
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